A THEOREM ON INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS
ROBERT J. BLATTNER1

In [l], we proved a criterion for the disjointness of two induced
representations
UL and UM of a Lie group G, where L and M are
finite-dimensional
unitary representations
of compact subgroups H
and R, respectively, of G. The purpose of this paper is to improve
this theorem by getting a stronger conclusion, while dropping the
conditions that G be a Lie group and H be compact, and that L
and M he finite-dimensional.
Moreover,
the restriction
on R is
weakened to read: G has arbitrarily
small neighborhoods
of the
identity invariant under the adjoint action of R on G. Finally, the
proof given below is fairly elementary, while the proof in [l] is quite

involved.
Notations and conventions:
Let libe a topological vector space.
C(G, 11) will denote the space of continuous
functions from G to tU,
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sub-

sets of G while C0(G, 11) will denote the space of those fEC(G,

It)

with compact support. If 11 is omitted it is understood that 11 = C.
If 111 is another topological vector space, £(11, 1li) will denote the
space of continuous
linear maps from 11 into Hi equipped with the
topology of bounded convergence. All integrations are with respect to
right Haar measure. For any locally compact group G,ho will denote
its modular function. If/, gEC0(G),f o g will denote the convolution

of/ and g, and /* is defined by f*(x) =ôa(x)~1f(x~l)~. If L and M are
representations
of G, R(L, M) will denote the space of intertwining
operators for L and M (see [3]), while I(L, M) will denote the dimension of R(L, M). For the definition of induced representation
used
below, see [l]. Finally, for any function / on the group G and any

xEG, fx and fx are defined by fx(y) =f(x~ly) and fx(y) =/(yx).
Theorem.
group G. Let
on the Hubert
neighborhoods

Let H and R be closed subgroups of the locally compact
L (resp. M) be a unitary representation of H (resp. R)
space V (resp. W). Suppose that G has arbitrarily small
of the identity invariant under the adjoint action of R on

G. Let 3E be the subspace of those SEC(G, £(V, V?)) such that

S(t'xv)

= ifl({)-1/!iö(Ö"%-15Wli

for all ¡~EH, )¡GÍ, and xEG. Then
I(UL, UM) á dirnSM,

provided dim 9ÏI is finite.
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We recall from [l] the bilinear map eH defined on C0(G) XV

with values in the Hilbert

*(/,»)(*)íorfQCo(G),

space of UL:

f 8B(ti)-w8G(l-yi*f(&)Lïivdl

vQV. eK is similarly defined from C0(G)XCW into the

space of L™. Given/, gQC0(G), vQV, and wQV?,we define the linear
functional $(/, g, v, w) on R(UL, UM) by setting $>(/, g, v, w)(A)
= (A€h(Î, v), €x(g, w)) and the linear functional ^f(f, g, v, w) on 3TÍby
setting

*(/, g, v, w)(S) = f (fog*)(x)(S(x)v, w)dx.
J G

4> and ^ are linear in/and
v are are conjugate-linear
in g and w.
Let S (resp. 3) be the linear space of functionals spanned by the
$'s (resp. SI^'s). It is obvious that 3 separates STR.That S separates

R(UL, UM) follows from [l, Lemma 2]. We shall show that there is a
linear map of 3 onto S which sends each ^f(f, g, v, w) onto <£(/, g, n, w),
and this will accomplish the proof.
According to [l, Lemma 2 ], there is a constant Cq for each compact

set Q in G such that

\Hf,g,v,w)(A)\
è CaWfWMMhWUW
whenever

/and

g have their supports

in Q. From this it follows easily

that for each h Q C0(G), A Q R(UL, UM), and x Q G there is an
operator
Th(A)(x) Q £(V,
W) such
that
(Th(A)(x)v,
w) =
8o(x)-1^(hx, h, v, w)(A) for all vQV
and w Q W and that
ThQ£(R(UL, UM), C(G, £(V, <W))).
Now the standard

proof of the complete

regularity

of G (cf. [4,

pp. 28-30]) may be modified to show that for any neighborhood

N

of e in G, there is a nonzero positive continuous function h whose support is in Af such that h(r¡x) =h(xr¡) for all xQG and r]QK: one need
merely require all neighborhoods
of e mentioned therein to be invariant under the adjoint action of K on G. Let h he such a Kinvariant
function.
For every r]QK, 5o(i?)/g h(x)dx=fa
h(r)~lx)dx

= fah(x7]~1)dx = fah(x)dx. Since fah(x)dx>ù,
it follows that 8o\K
= 1. Similarly 8k— 1.
If h is a K-invariant function in Cq(G), then Th(A)Q'3ÏL for all
AQR(U\
UM). In fact, eH(f^, v) = 8H(¡t)-íi28G(!i)-"2eIl(f, Lp) and

es(fx, v)= UUn(f, v) for all fQCQ(G),vQV, £QH, and xQG (cf. the
proof of Theorem

3 in [l]).

Similar

statements
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â, = a" for 77E R. Therefore
(Th(A)(t1xV)v,

w)= ««(€~,«»)-,*(*r,wi

h> ». w)(^)

= foKÖ-^ottW*)-1*^

', *, ¿t«s«OU)

= aH(Ö-1/25G(Ö1/25G(x)-1$(^,

*•, L{t>,W)M)

= bH(k)-inoo^ynoa(x)-^(hx,

h, Liv, M„w)(A)

= ôH^)-ll2ôa(^l2(M^Th(A)(x)Liv,

w)

for all ZEH, vER, xEG, vEV, and io£W, as claimed.
We next assert that ^f(f, g, i>, w) o F/, = $>(/, h o h* o g, v, w) for
/, g, hECa(G), »61), !c£W, where A is i£-invariant. To see this, note
that /o g = fg(x)f*~1dx = ff(x~1)gx-idx, where the integrals
on the
right are strong integrals in the uniform topology. Using the continuity mentioned above of 4> in its arguments, we deduce that

*(/, g, v, w)(Th(A)) = j

(fog*)(x-i)Hhx-t,

= <i>(j

h, v, w)(A)dx

(/o g*)(x-l)hx-tdx,

h, v, w\ (A)

= $(/o g* o h, h, v, w)(A)
= *(

\ (g*o ¿)(x)/*_1dx, h, v, w\(A)

= r(g*o/?)(x)$(/-"1,Ä,7),w)(^)dx
= I (í*oi)(i)$(/,

A1,ti, w)(A)dx

= *(/, J,[(«*oÄ)(at)]-A»d*,i»,te»V^)
= <ï>(/,Ao(g*oA)V>,w)04),
as claimed.
Finally, let X/5™ be a set of complex numbers indexed by Co(G)
XCo(G) X^Xw,
all but a finite number of which vanish, such that

EA/»«t»^(/i £. ». w) =0. Then EAW£(/.

Äo A*o g, », w) = 0 for all

if-invariant
hECo(G). Letting h oh* approach the ô-measure, we
see that E\f»»«>*(/> 2> ». w) =0- Therefore the linear map of 3 onto S
mentioned at the beginning of this proof exists, and our proof is
complete.
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For xQG, we define a representation
Mx of xKx~l
MX=MX~\X for all r)QxKx~l. It is easy to see that
I(8~Hl28lGnL| H (~\ xKx~\

depends

MX\H(~\

by setting

xKx^)

only on L, M, and the 77: K double coset D to which x be-

longs (cf. [3]). We shall denote this number by 7(L, M, D). In what
follows, £> will denote the set of 77:K double cosets. We retain
hypotheses of the Theorem.

Corollary

1. Let £>0 be the set of open DQ£>. Suppose

\J{D:DQS)0}isdenseinG.ThenI(UL,

the

that

UM)úY,{l(L,M,D):DQ£>0},

provided this sum is finite.
(A simple category argument shows that the denseness hypothesis
is satisfied if 77 and K are denumerable
at infinity and £> is denumer-

able. Cf. [2, Lemma 3; l].)
Proof.

To each DQS), assign an element

xdQD.

R = IT {R(8h1,28o2LI H H xdKxd\ MXD\Hr\

Let

xdKxd*) : D Q £>„}.

For each SQ3K, let A(5) be the function from 3D0to £(V, *W)defined
by A(S)(D) = S(xD), 7>G£>o.A is linear. It is also 1-1, since A(S)=0
implies that

S|7> = 0 if DQS)0 so that 5 vanishes

on a dense subset

of G. Finally, Im(A)Ç7?. In fact, let ^QHC\xDKxl\ Then x^xDQK
and
S(xD) = S(t1xD(xD^xD))
= 5j¡1/2(£) 5G(S)l/2 MXd^d-iS(xd)
whence our assertion. The corollary is an immediate consequence

the Theorem

and the properties

Corollary

Lf,
of

of A.

2. Let £>„be the set of DQ£> for which I(L, M, D) = 0.

Suppose that U {D: DQS)n} is dense in G. Then I(UL, UM)=0.
Proof. Let S£3TC. The methods used in proving Corollary 1 show
that S(xd) =0 for DQT>n, whence 5 vanishes on a dense subset of G
and we have our result.
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